Check the glass lens has the convex side facing outwards and is in the tube perfectly straight. The tube must also be in the product straight.

Disable Auto-Brightness on your phone and turn brightness up to 100%. If necessary, you can download an app to enhance your screen brightness.

Use a phone with an intact screen, any cracks or damage to the phone will affect the projection quality.

Have the room as dark as possible. Place the projector on a flat surface in front of a flat white wall or surface.

For best results use a cartoon, or video with bright, bold images - subtle colours will not show up as well.

Make sure your phone is stuck to the sticky pad on the rear flap, and the flap is fully pushed up so the phone is completely straight on it’s side.

The product can project up to 8 x the size of the phone screen. For an optimum image try a distance of 1.5m / 4’9” from the wall.

Achieve best image by expanding / contracting the product and changing the distance between the wall and the lens.

All text or subtitles will appear in reverse. Also, if your video was filmed in portrait mode it will not play full screen in landscape mode.

If you’ve done all of the above and the image is still not clear, double check your phone brightness is turned to 100%.

**WARNING:** NEVER EXPOSE LENS TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT. RISK OF FIRE DAMAGE.